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In [1] , Carlson and Simpson proved a theorem, which is, in a certain sense, a

dual form of Ramsey's theorem. Moreover, their result can be viewed as an in-

finite generalization of the Graham-Rothschild partition theorem for n-parameter

sets [3]. A canonizing version of the Graham-Rothschild theorem has been given

in [5], extending the original partition theorem for n-parameter sets much in

the same way as the Erdos-Rado canonization theorem [2] extends Ramsey's theorem.

The purpose of our work is to establish a canonizing version of the Carlson-

Simpson result. This can be regarded as a dual form of the Erdos-Rado canoni-

zation theorem.

As corollaries, we obtain results which also are of interest in their own sake,

e. g.,

Theorem A Let p(co) be the powerset lattice of u , topologized as 2

(Cantor-space). Let rr be a Bai're-partition on P(u) . Then there exists a

P(u)-sub1attice L c: P(u) such that eigher XsrfY mod 71 for all X, Ye L

or no two different elements from L are equivalent module TT .

Corollary Let p(<.o) we topologized as before and let A : P(u)-> co be a

Baire-measurable mapping. Then there exists a p(u) - sublattice L <= P(u) such

that A]L is a constant mapping.
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Theorem B Let ir be a Baire-partition on R , the set of real numbers. Then

there exists a sequence (a, )^y0f positive real numbers with 2:^ya^ 5 1 such
that one of the following three possibilities holds for all nonempty subsets

I,J C 0) :

(1) Z^j a^2:jej 3j (mod TT)
(2) L^. j ai^£-i J a.i ^moc' 1T^ 1^f m'In ^ = m1n ^

(3) E^j ai p:lliej a.i (mo<:* 7T) '11'^ I = J .

Recall that Hindman's theorem on finite sums [4] asserts that for- every partition

of o into finitely many sets, u = U^^. C, , there exist positive integers

(a^)^ such that a11 finite sums (without repetition) of the a. 's belong to
the same C^ .

A canonizing version of Hindman's theorem has been established by Taylor [6] .

He showed that for every mapping A : u->u there exists positive integers

a^),, such that one of the followinq five cases holds for all finite and non-
1 /icu

empty subsets I, J <= u :

(1) A^. ^a^) =A(z^aj)

(2) A(z^j a^) = A(zjcj aj) iff min l = min J

(3) A(z^j a^) =A(Zj^ aj) iff I = J

(4) A(z^j a^) = A(Ljej 5j) iff max I = max J

(5) A(z^ j a^) = A(ziej ai) iff min ! = min t-) and max ! = max J .

As one easily observes, under the circumstances of Taylor's result, none of the

five patterns can be omitted. Theorem B shows that, with respect to Baire-measurable

mappings, a stronger result requires only three different patterns. And in fact,

(2) cannot be omitted. Consider, e. g., the mapping A : ]0, 1[-» with A(a) = i

iff i is minimal satisfying 21 . a > 1 .
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The requirement that A be Baire-measurable is necessary. Using the axiom of

choive, theorem B fails if arbitrary mappings are allowed.

Details and proofs wi11 appear elsewhere.
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